1. CampusLabs/Compliance Assist - Paul will present tool

2. Discuss process and product

3. Review criteria for each component in the criterion

4. Discuss good evidence

5. Outline schedule for when to address each piece
   a. Sept 23rd – Component A presentation
   b. Week of Oct 7th – Component B presentation
   c. Week of Oct 21st – Component C presentation
   d. Week of Nov 4th – Component D presentation
   e. Week of Nov 18th – Chapter narrative review
   f. Week of Dec 2nd – Chapter narrative review

**Homework**
Core component A group will present evidence and draft to Mission group; as group presents their component, other sub-committee members will act as the evaluators to critique and determine if the evidence and rationale are sufficient.

Other component groups should be reviewing the HLC description of their component and begin considering evidence to support the component.